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Abstract

We explore a new source of data on layoffs: timely 8-K filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We develop measures of both the number of reported layoff events and the number of affected workers. These series are highly correlated with the business cycle and other layoff indicators. Linking firm-level reported layoff events with WARN notices suggests that 8-K filings are sometimes available before WARN notices, and preliminary regression results suggest our layoff series are useful for forecasting. We also document the industry composition of the data and specific areas where the industry shares diverge.
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1 Introduction

Layoffs are among the most closely-watched macroeconomic indicators. Unemployment insurance (UI) claims and the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) layoffs have long been considered early warnings for downturns. More recently, economists have begun tracking the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) system which requires the public announcement of certain layoffs months in advance (Krolikowski and Lunsford, 2024). In this paper we explore an alternative timely layoff indicator based on 8-K filings.

Publicly-traded companies file 8-Ks with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) when they need to disclose certain events to the public, and layoff plans are often recorded in 8-Ks. Some layoffs are recorded under a specific 8-K item number (discussed below) while others are recorded under more general items. The latter require natural language processing to identify; we experiment with sentence embeddings from a workhorse language model (BERT) as well as prompting a generative large language model (Llama 2) to identify layoffs. We also explore estimating the quantity of workers laid off by parsing the magnitudes discussed in the filings and linking to employment data from Compustat.

The resulting series are highly correlated with the business cycle and other layoff indicators. There are only two recessions in the sample period, but the 8-K series clearly captures the increase in layoffs for both. Interestingly, the 8-K layoff series have been elevated in 2023; this pattern is not present in other indicators. We leave it to future work to explore this pattern in more depth.

We also present preliminary evidence that the 8-K series are useful for forecasting important quantities such as the unemployment rate and initial unemployment insurance claims. These (in sample) results are robust to the inclusion of many controls including WARN notice data.

The sectoral composition of 8-K announced layoffs is also of interest. We compare the sector shares of 8-K announced layoffs with the composition of publicly-traded firms and
the universe of (U.S.) firms. We find that—on a firm count basis—publicly-traded firms are highly concentrated in the manufacturing sector as compared to the universe of public and private firms. 8-K layoff events are even more highly concentrated in manufacturing than the distribution of publicly-traded firms would imply. A significant part of this divergence is due to the pharmaceutical industry: our evidence suggests that pharmaceutical firms are disproportionately likely to be public firms. Publicly-traded pharmaceutical firms also tend to be very small and thus subject to idiosyncratic shocks that would generate layoffs.

Finally, we capitalize on the firm-level nature of the data to link 8-K reported layoffs to the publicly-available WARN Notices, which also record layoffs. We find that—on the linked sample—neither data source clearly dominates in terms of timeliness. In many cases both data sources record the layoff event in the same week, but in a substantial fraction of cases the 8-Ks appear to record the layoff event four or more weeks in advance of the WARN notices. WARN notices also arrive weeks earlier than 8-Ks in many cases. We also examine whether the layoffs in announced in the (whole, unlinked) 8-K data would be subject to WARN notice requirements. Layoffs only need to be announced in a WARN notice if they meet certain thresholds based on plant size and the layoff size. Our evidence suggests that most of the layoffs in the 8-K data would not meet the WARN reporting requirements, though there are many caveats to this comparison.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the raw data and the construction of the series. Section 3 presents the series and comparisons to other labor market indicators. Section 4 explores the industry composition of the data, Section 5 highlights post-pandemic layoff dynamics, and Section 6 compares the data to WARN notices and develops forecasting results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Data

The SEC requires public companies to make certain filings and disclosures; for example, 10-K annual reports have been widely studied (Bodnaruk et al. (2015), Sufi (2009), Loughran
and McDonald (2011)). Our focus is on form 8-K, or the “current reports.” These forms are filed irregularly, whenever a reportable event occurs. This usually means within four days of a decision or action, though SEC guidance states that firms may wait to disclose layoffs until the employees are informed about the plan (SEC, 2023). The SEC specifies that different kinds of events be filed under different numbered item codes, which we use to narrow down the set of relevant filings.

Our analysis uses the item codes and the text of the 8-K filings. We begin with the universe of SEC filings, as available on EDGAR. From each document we extract the form type, company identifier (CIK), SIC industry code, company name, filing date, period of report, and the text of the filing. We further clean the text by extracting individual items. To do this we modify and extend the EDGAR Crawler code of Loukas et al. (2021) (designed for reading 10-Ks) to parse the items in 8-Ks. The metadata and the itemized text from each filing are then loaded into a database.

Layoffs are often reported under item 2.05, “Costs Associated with Exit or Disposal Activities.” This item—introduced in 2004—requires firms to report the disposal of any long-lived assets or the termination of employees if these actions lead to the firm incurring “material charges” (SEC, 2004). The filing must include the planned course of action, estimated costs for various types of expenses related to the action, and an estimate of the resulting charge that will lead to future cash expenditures. Item 2.05 can be used to report many types of disposal costs—such as fees for terminating sales or marketing contracts—but in practice it appears that severance payments are nearly always among the reported charges. As a result filing an 8-K with an item 2.05 is a very good indicator that layoffs will be occurring at the firm, and we include all items 2.05 as layoff events. Item 2.05 is only present in a small number of filings: we find that in 2022 0.38 percent of 8-Ks included an item 2.05.

1We do not actually use EDGAR, instead we use the daily feed of all filings through the SEC’s vendor Attain. The filings are in XBRL, an form of XML.
2The item requires reporting terminations and severance costs as described in FASB ASC paragraph 420-10-25-4.
3See the 2006-01-09 filing from Toys “R” Us for an example with several types of charges.
a total of 258 filings.) Perhaps because of the relatively small number of filings and its focus on labor item 2.05 has received relatively little attention in the finance and accounting literatures, though Jung et al. (2016) and Laurion (2020) are exceptions.

2.1 Layoffs reported under other items

It turns out that layoffs are sometimes reported under 8-K items other than 2.05. In particular, we find layoff announcements under item 7.01 and item 8.01. Item 7.01 (“Regulation FD Disclosure”) relates to Regulation Fair Disclosure, the SEC rule requiring that firms giving material nonpublic information to certain market participants or shareholders also make a public disclosure of the information. Item 8.01 (“Other Events”) can be used to satisfy Regulation FD, or report other events “the registrant deems of importance to security holders” (SEC, 2004). Items 7.01 and 8.01 are much more common than item 2.05: in 2022 they were present in roughly 24 percent and 22 percent of 8-Ks, respectively. However, unlike item 2.05, items 7.01 and 8.01 are used to report many non-layoff events so layoffs are only a very small fraction of the items.

Filtering out the non-layoff-related reports is an empirical challenge. Our initial reading of the documents suggested that firms frequently use the same terms when announcing layoffs: the word “layoff” often appears, as does “reducing”/“reduce”/“reduced” followed by “workforce”. Starting with these phrases—and treating each sentence of each filing as a separate observation—we take an iterative approach:

1. We check that the existing stock of layoff-related phrases does not generate many false positives: false positives occur when sentences match one of the patterns but are not in fact about layoffs.

2. We flag all sentences matching the stock of phrases as true layoffs and fit a flexible model to predict whether or not a sentence is about layoffs as a function of the sentence text. The model returns a probability that a given sentence is about layoffs.
3. we examine the set of sentences which are very likely about layoffs but not already flagged as such. This examination suggests new phrases that can mark layoffs. At this point the process repeats and we return to step 1 with an expanded stock of phrases.

The flexible model which predicts layoffs is based on BERT sentence embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019). The BERT model converts a sentence to a 768-dimensional vector, meant to capture the semantic meaning of the sentence. We feed the vector into a flexible classifier (XGBoost, Chen and Guestrin (2016)). XGBoost is extremely fast and stable, making it well-suited to our iterative approach.4

Among the phrases we identify are “reduction in force”, “workforce reduction”, “eliminate staff positions”, and “reduce headcount”. An advantage of this methodology is that—while the iterative ranking process is not particularly transparent—the final classification rule is just a list of patterns that sentences either match or don’t match. All told, the layoffs from items 7.01 and 8.01 account for about 16 percent of the total, with item 2.05 comprising the rest. To avoid any double counting we treat all filings by a firm (as defined by the SEC’s CIK identifier) on a given day as a single event.5

2.2 Further analysis with LLMs

One concern is that the procedure outlined above will only identify sentences with particular grammatical patterns as layoff-related. Sentences that use terminology or phrasing very different from the initial patterns we identify may never be ranked as likely layoffs. To address this issue we experimented with using a large language model to identify layoffs missed by the methodology. In particular, we took a subset of sentences that were scored as fairly likely layoffs (but not classified as layoffs) and prompted the Llama 2 model of

4Adding to the challenges of identifying layoffs, many filings include boilerplate disclaimers about forward-looking statements. These disclaimers often refer to hypothetical future layoffs that could materially affect the value of the company. We flag examples of these statements as a separate class when fitting the classifier, anticipating that it would be hard for a naive classifier to distinguish these remarks from statements that are actual, planned layoffs.

5There are only 8 cases where multiple items are flagged on a single day, these are all cases where a relevant item 7.01 and a relevant item 8.01 appear together.
Touvron et al. (2023) to classify the sentences as layoffs-related or not. Llama 2 is a model similar in spirit to ChatGPT except that it can be run locally and is smaller in scale. See the Appendix for some additional details.

This procedure identifies several hundred additional layoffs beyond the roughly 7,000 previously identified. Interestingly, Llama 2 does appear capable of identifying layoffs in sentences that use a wide variety of linguistic devices. However, manual inspection shows a modest but non-negligible fraction of false positives. Given the complexities of handling these cases we do not include the Llama 2-identified layoffs in our series, though we see this as a promising avenue for future work. In any case, the experiment suggests that the iterative ranking procedure does capture the lion’s share of layoffs, even if there is room for improvement.

3 Results

Figure 1 shows the monthly time series of layoffs as measured by 8-K filings. The solid black line includes all items 2.05, and the items 7.01 and 8.01 which match our string comparisons. While item 2.05 accounts for most of the relevant filings, the other items constitute about 16 percent of the total. The time series follows the business cycle, with both the Great Recession and the Covid shock clearly visible. The series also show a pronounced increase in early 2023, discussed more below. Interestingly, the other items (red dashed line) spike sharply during Covid.

Overall, while the 8-K series clearly show an increase during Covid the increase is not as large as other layoff indicators. Figure 2 compares the 8-K layoff announcements with initial UI claims and WARN notices. All series are indexed to average 100 in 2006 to make comparisons easier. In addition, we seasonally adjust the 8-K series using X-13 (there is a small degree of seasonality in the raw data, with more layoff announcements coming in

---

6We use the 7B chat-tuned version from https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-chat-hf, run locally.
June and October than other months.) The first panel shows clearly that UI claims and WARN notices rose far more during Covid than 8-K layoff announcements. The SEC did allow for some leniency in filing early in the pandemic but a more important factor might be the unique nature of the layoffs. The pandemic saw a large wave of temporary layoffs, which likely include little or no severance payments. These kinds of layoffs may not be reported as often to the SEC, reducing the counts of 8-Ks. The second panel shows the same series, but suppresses the 2020 data for WARN and UI claims so the dynamics outside of the pandemic are easier to see. All three series move in lockstep at the onset of the Great Recession. Towards the end of the Great Recession, WARN and 8-Ks move down sharply, while initial UI claims take many years to fall. The dynamics around the Great Recession suggest that 8-K filings may have been a timely indicator of both the business cycle peak and the trough.

While counts of layoff events can be informative, it is also useful to track the number of workers affected. This is not trivial in the 8-K data as firms describe the magnitude of layoffs in different ways, though when there are specific numbers it is generally either a count of workers, or a percentage of the firm’s workforce. The procedure searches for a quantity appearing in proximity to a quantifier (“reduc-”, “decreas-”, “lower-”, “eliminat-”, or “terminat-”) and a word related to layoffs (“layoff”, “headcount”, or “workforce”). For example, if the 8-K mentioned either “We decreased our headcount by 10” or “The firm experienced a workforce reduction of 5%”, our algorithm would return 10 and 5%, respectively. If a percentage is found, we multiply the percentage by the lagged value of total employee counts, obtained from Compustat. If a cardinal amount is mentioned, we use this value for the number of layoffs. If multiple quantities are captured within the 8-K, we sum the values to obtain the number of layoffs at the firm-filing level. We seasonally adjust this series as well.

Figure 3 shows the three month trailing moving average of 8-K workers counts (red line), as well as the other relevant series (which are not averaged.) Again, all are normalized by
their 2006 averages to facilitate comparisons. We use a three month moving average because
the worker count can be extremely volatile month to month. While the three month average
still displays significant noise, the business cycles are also readily apparent. Interestingly,
the 8-K worker count rose by far more in the Great Recession than any of the other series.
During Covid it also increased by a factor comparable to initial UI claims, which (as dis-
cussed above) were inflated by temporary layoffs. While the 8-K worker count series may
be noisy, it also appears to react strongly to the business cycle.

4 Industry Composition

In this section we examine how the layoff announcements are distributed across sectors
and specific industries. SEC filings include the SIC industry code of the filing firm. As
other agencies use NAICS codes instead, we convert the SIC codes to NAICS to facilitate
comparison to other data. Where there is not a one-to-one correspondence we assign equal
weight to each successor NAICS code. Our main comparisons are to firm count shares
from the Census’s Statistics of U.S. Businesses (SUSB) data, establishment count shares from
the Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS), and firm count shares from Compustat. SUSB and
BDS cover essentially the universe of employers in the U.S. (both private and public), while
Compustat only covers firms that are publicly traded and thus regulated by the SEC. These
comparisons complement the existing literature on differences between the publicly traded
universe and comprehensive administrative data.\footnote{For recent work see Tito (2019), Decker and Williams (2023), and Flynn and Ghent (2023).}

Figure 4 shows the shares of firms, establishments, and layoff events across NAICS sec-
tors in 2015. We focus on 2015 because this is the most recent year for which SUSB has
statistics based on firm industry, rather than establishment industry, making it most compa-
rable to the firm-level industry codes in Compustat and the SEC data.

Several things are worth noting. First, the SUSB firm shares and the BDS establish-
ment shares (dark magenta and purple, respectively) are broadly similar. This suggests that
the establishment distribution across industries is a reasonable proxy for the firm distribution. Second, some sectors are overrepresented in the publicly-traded universe. Information (NAICS 51), finance and insurance (NAICS 52), and especially manufacturing (NAICS 31-33) all have higher firm shares in Compustat as compared to SUSB. Third, layoff events from SEC filings are even more concentrated in manufacturing than the Compustat firm counts. Note that similar analyses for other years (not shown) suggest these broad patterns are generally stable over time.

The manufacturing sector shares in Figure 4 are particularly striking. Figure 5 focuses on the 3-digit subsectors within manufacturing, but still plots their share of total businesses or layoffs (i.e. not their share of manufacturing businesses/layoffs). Nearly every subsector is overrepresented in the publicly traded data, but chemicals (NAICS 325) and computers & electronics (NAICS 334) stick out as being particularly overrepresented in Compustat and the SEC filings. Note that while layoffs are very high in NAICS 334 in 2015, this pattern is not consistent across years. Interestingly, within the chemicals subsector, it is pharmaceutical manufacturing (NAICS 3254) that accounts for much of the gap between the SUSB/BDS and Compustat/8-Ks. To put it in perspective, according to SUSB about 4% of firms were in manufacturing in 2015, and about 0.03% were in pharmaceutical manufacturing. According to Compustat, about 37% of publicly-traded firms were in manufacturing, and about 11% of publicly-traded firms were in pharmaceutical manufacturing. The latter amounts to overrepresentation by a factor of more than 300. It seems that some factors specific to the pharmaceutical industry—perhaps the regulation of the products or the need to fund research—lead to more firms in that industry going public.

We focus on representativeness in terms of firm counts, since (unweighted) firm counts are the best point of comparison for layoff events. It is worth noting that most of the patterns described above also hold for employment shares too, though the overrepresentation issues are somewhat more moderate. Part of the reason is that while pharmaceutical firms appear to go public disproportionately, public pharmaceutical firms are also very small: median
employment is only about 50 workers. Thus they tend to contribute less to employment-weighted statistics, though their small size may also make them more vulnerable to layoff-inducing shocks. The large number of very small firms manufacturing may help explain why the sector has so many layoffs reported in 8-Ks. Reweighting the layoff series is left for future work, though below we take a step in that direction by dropping some the industries that may be the most idiosyncratic.

5 Post-Pandemic Dynamics

Returning to Figure 1, the 8-K derived layoffs series has a notable peak in early 2023, a period when technology sector layoffs and recession fears were making headlines. The 8-K layoffs series also remained elevated throughout 2023, relative to its pre-pandemic level (Figure 3 shows similar patterns for the count of 8-K laid off workers.) This is interesting because other layoffs series did not change much over this period. Table 1 shows the percentage change in various series relative to their 2019 average. The first column covers 2022Q4 through 2023Q1—the period when the 8-K series spiked. The second row covers the remainder of 2023. 8-K layoff events rose 146 percent in 2022Q4-2023Q1 relative to their 2019 level, and remained 82 percent above their 2019 level for the rest of 2023. In contrast, initial UI claims, JOLTS-reported layoffs, and WARN notices (discussed more below) were all essentially flat.

We can investigate this pattern at the industry level, using the SIC industry codes that are part of the forms (here we use SIC codes instead of NAICS codes because we are not linking to other data sources, and we avoid the complications of bridging codes.) It turns out that much of the 2023 rise in 8-K layoffs can be accounted for by two industry groups: computer programming & data processing (SIC 737) and drugs (SIC 283). The former covers many high-tech companies, and the latter corresponds to the pharmaceutical industry discussed earlier. These industry groups generally account for a large number of layoffs, but also saw particularly large increases (in percentage terms) in late 2022 and early 2023. Taken together
these industry groups accounted for more than 65 percent of the increase in 8-K layoffs. However, dropping these industries and redoing the calculations (row 2 of Table 1), we find that the purged series still rises considerably in late 2022 and 2023, a pattern at odds with the other indicators. We leave this for future investigation, but note that public companies are different from the universe of firms along many dimensions, including industry (as noted above), size and age.

6 Comparison with WARN Notices

The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act requires that firms with 100 or more workers notify their employees—and the public—in advance of certain layoff events. Notification must be given if (1) a plant is closing that would displace 50 or more workers, (2) 500 or more workers are to be laid off from an establishment, or (3) 50-499 workers are to be laid off and the total is at least 33 percent of the location’s workforce, for firms with more than 100 workers. The law requires that notification be given 60 days before the layoffs occur, though some states have additional notification requirements. While WARN notices cover many layoffs, some significant layoffs may not trigger a notice. For example, Okta’s February 2023 layoff of 300 workers only amounted to five percent of their workforce.\(^8\) As a result, WARN notices may be better at capturing plant closure than other layoffs.\(^9\)

There are clear advantages and disadvantages to both WARN and the SEC filings. Importantly, WARN covers both private and public companies, and is only triggered by layoffs occurring the U.S. In contrast, layoffs only show up in the SEC filings if the firm is public and if the layoffs meet the bar for material disclosure. They also include staff in other countries. However, SEC filings can cover layoffs that fall below the employment threshold for WARN.

\(^8\)See here.

\(^9\)See the discussion in Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024) and GAO (2019).
We can compare the size of layoffs announced in 8-Ks to the WARN reporting thresholds to get a better sense of the likely overlap in filings. Firms often report the size of the layoff in the 8-K, either as a percent of employment or as the number of workers affected. The 8-K can be linked to information on firm employment in Compustat (which is ultimately derived from other SEC filings.) With the firm’s employment level and the layoff as a percent of employment in hand, we can judge if the event satisfies the WARN act’s thresholds.

There are many caveats to this exercise. In addition to the coverage issues mentioned above Compustat employment figures are only available annually and are thought to have some degree of measurement error. Also, WARN notices relate to employment and layoffs at a single establishment whereas SEC filings are for the firm as a whole. Finally the extraction of layoff quantities from the 8-Ks relies on NLP techniques that can introduce error. Nonetheless, we believe it is informative to examine the results.

Figure 6 shows the density of layoffs announced in 8-Ks, in grayscale. The distribution is centered around firms with 1,000-2,000 workers, with layoffs of less than 10 percent. The red region with dashed borders shows the area where WARN notices would be required.\textsuperscript{10} It is evident that most 8-K announced layoffs would not be picked up by the WARN system. In this sample only about 23 percent of the layoffs meet the WARN filing threshold (assuming that no plant closings were involved.) This is consistent with the belief that WARN is better at capturing plant closings than other mass layoff events. Though no discontinuity is visible on the WARN filing threshold, it is an open question whether firms strategically choose the level of layoffs to avoid the mandated delay the WARN act requires.

6.1 Firm-level linking

WARN notices are useful in part because they can give signal well in advance of the actual layoffs: at least 60 days. The timing of 8-K announcements relative to the date of the actual

\textsuperscript{10}There are four distinct regions in terms of the binding conditions for WARN notices. Between zero and 100 workers, no notices are required (except for plant closings). Between 100 and 150 workers, all layoffs of at least 50 workers must be reported. Between 150 and 1,500 workers, all layoffs above 33 percent of employment must be reported. Finally, above 1,500 workers all layoffs above 500 workers must be reported.
layoffs is less clear. The SEC’s rules generally require that an 8-K be filed within four business days of the triggering event. Further, when 8-Ks are filed to satisfy Regulation FD the rules are even stricter, requiring simultaneous disclosure or at most a lag of one business day.\textsuperscript{11} While the firm’s commitment to a restructuring would generally be considered the triggering event for a filing, there is an exception, in that firms may wait to file an item 2.05 until the affected employees are notified.\textsuperscript{12} This means that firms might be able to wait to file the 8-K until they tell the employees, which would presumably be at the same time as any WARN notice is filed. In practice, it is unclear how many firms wait this long. Anecdotally, some 8-Ks make it clear that the laid off employees are being notified simultaneously, while many others are more vague about the timing. Others explicitly state that the specific individuals affected have not yet been determined.\textsuperscript{13} This suggests that layoffs are sometimes announced in 8-Ks before corresponding WARN notices are filed, or at least simultaneously.

We test this hypothesis by linking WARN notices to 8-K layoff announcements. Both datasets record the company’s name, which we use to build the link. The matching is fuzzy, but our goal is only to get a subset of firms where we are confident of the match. We normalize the names (standardizing case and removing common suffixes like “Inc.”), and require that the first several characters match exactly. In addition we require that the firm only have a single layoff event reported in the calendar year to avoid linking distinct layoffs.

The resulting dataset has 285 linked layoffs that appear in both the WARN notices and the 8-K filings. Figure 7 shows a histogram of the date of the 8-K filing, relative to the date of the WARN notice, in weeks. The mass around zero shows that the layoff is often announced in both datasets in the same week: roughly 22 percent of the linked events are reported in the same week in both datasets. Interestingly, there is significant variance as well. About 25 percent of linked layoffs appear in the 8-Ks four weeks or more in advance of the WARN notification. On the other end of the spectrum, about 18 percent of the WARN notices are

\textsuperscript{11}See https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-243
\textsuperscript{12}See Question 109.01 in SEC (2023).
\textsuperscript{13}See, for example, the 2023-01-03 filing from Pegasystems Inc
more than four weeks ahead of the 8-K filings. These results suggest that neither data source clearly dominates in terms of timeliness.

It is understandable that 8-Ks would sometimes be filed well in advance of WARN notices, for example, a firm may determine that layoffs are going to happen within six months, but may not have finalized the exact number and location of the layoffs. In this case the firm would file an 8-K immediately, but can wait to file a WARN notice, so long as they file 60 days before the layoffs. Consistent with this story, manually inspecting the 8-Ks filed well before the linked WARN notices shows that firms often expect the process to take several fiscal quarters, more than enough time to wait several weeks and then file WARN notices.

It is less clear what is happening when the WARN notices predate the 8-Ks significantly. After all, if the decision to do layoffs was a material event it should have been reported promptly. Examining the 8-Ks manually shows that a mix of factors are at play. Some of these cases are from the early pandemic, when the SEC allowed additional time to make filings. In other cases, the firm is involved in a complicated restructuring, so it appears that separate layoffs/plant closures are being reported in each data source.

6.2 Regressions

In this section we provide preliminary quantitative evidence on the predictive power of the 8-K data. Our exercise follows the VAR specification of Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024) (which in turn is based on Barnichon and Nekarda (2012)). Specifically, we regress various indicators on the 8-K series along with controls. The dependent variables of interest are the change in the log of the unemployment rate ($\Delta \ln ur_t$), the monthly log level of initial UI claims ($\ln uic_t$), and the log job separation rate $\ln s_t$, which is calculated as in Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024). The controls include two lags each of these variables, plus various combinations of the (change in the) 8-K series and the (change in the) WARN notice series. We run the regressions for the period 2006-2019.

The first four columns of Table 2 have the log change in unemployment as the depen-
dent variable, $\Delta \ln ur_t$. Both the 8-K layoff event counts ($\Delta 8\text{Kevents}_{t-1}, \Delta 8\text{Kevents}_{t-2}$) and the laid off work counts ($\Delta 8\text{Kworkers}_{t-1}, \Delta 8\text{Kworkers}_{t-2}$) have statistically significant relationships with the dependent variable. These relationships appear weakened when we include the WARN series as well (columns three and four), as may be expected. However, the second lag of $\Delta 8\text{Kevents}$ remains highly statistically significant event when the WARN data are included. Broadly similar patterns are apparent for the other dependent variable, though the association with 8-K seems weakest for the log separation rate $\ln s_t$. Both for $\Delta \ln ur_t$ and $\ln uic_t$ the second lag of $\Delta 8\text{Kevents}$ seems to have the statistically strongest and most robust relationship.

We take these regressions as suggestive evidence that the 8-K data has forecasting signal for important labor market quantities, complementing the existing stock of indicators. Important future tasks include testing out-of-sample performance and performance over different sample periods.

7 Conclusion

SEC filings contain a wealth of information, much of it reported in a timely fashion. We have focused on a particular dimension, the announcement of layoffs in 8-K filings. These announcements track UI claims and WARN notices tightly during the Great Recession, though their behavior during and after the pandemic has deviated from other indicators. While neither WARN notices nor 8-Ks dominate with respect to timeliness, we find suggestive evidence that 8-Ks record a significant number of layoff events that would not be picked up via WARN notices. We also find suggestive evidences the the 8-K series are useful for forecasting, even when WARN data are included. Topics for future research include better understanding the reason 8-K layoff events did not rise more during the pandemic, exploring why the series has been elevated in 2023, and evaluating the utility of series for forecasting/nowcasting recessions as in Berge et al. (2016). In ongoing research we explore the role of severance payments in explaining whether or not layoffs are reported in 8-Ks.
The richness of the data allows for interesting comparisons as well as other topics for future research. Linking to WARN notices lets us better understand what kinds of layoffs are likely captured by each data source, and the relative timing of the announcements. The industry patterns suggest some unusual dynamics in the pharmaceutical industry, which warrant further investigation. Finally, large language models have proven useful even in our limited experimentation, and may be useful for additional analysis.
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### Table 1: Layoff Indicators, Change Relative to 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percent change relative to 2019</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2022Q4-2023Q1</td>
<td>2023Q2-2023Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-K Layoffs Events</td>
<td>145.56</td>
<td>81.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-Ks, ex. SIC codes 283 and 737</td>
<td>68.78</td>
<td>41.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial UI Claims</td>
<td>−2.21</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOLTS Layoffs</td>
<td>−9.48</td>
<td>−10.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARN Notices</td>
<td>−10.74</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All entries are the percent difference between the average for the specified period and the average for 2019.
Source: BLS, Department of Labor, SEC, Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024), authors’ calculations*
Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Robust standard errors in parenthesis. Sample period: 2006-2019. All dependent variables are taken from Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024) and use their transformations. All specifications include two lags of Δln ur, ln s, and ln uic as controls. “Baseline R^2” gives the R^2 of the regression using only these controls.

Table 2: Forecasting Regressions: 8-K Series and WARN Notices
Note: Series are not seasonally adjusted
Source: SEC, Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024), authors’ calculations

Figure 1: 8-K Layoff Events
Note: All series are seasonally adjusted. All series are divided through by their 2006 average and multiplied by 100. “WARN Notices” is the measure of layoffs implied by the “WARN factor” from Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024).
Source: Department of Labor, SEC, Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024), authors’ calculations

Figure 2: Comparison of 8-K Layoffs, UI Claims, and WARN Notices

Note: All series are seasonally adjusted. All series are divided through by their 2006 average and multiplied by 100. 8-K Workers Laid Off is a trailing three month moving average.
Source: Department of Labor, S&P, SEC, Krolikowski and Lunsford (2024), authors’ calculations

Figure 3: 8-K Workers Laid Off
Note: Bars show the percent of the total relevant quantity (business count or layoff event count) in that NAICS sector. SUSB firm-level data is classified by the NAICS of the firm as a whole.

Source: Census Bureau, S&P, SEC, authors’ calculations.

Figure 4: Shares of Businesses or Layoff Events Across Sectors, 2015
Note: Bars show the percent of the total economy-wide (not manufacturing-specific) relevant quantity (business count or layoff event count) in that three-digit industry. The SUSB firm-level data is classified by the NAICS of the firm as a whole.

Source: Census Bureau, S&P, SEC, authors’ calculations.

Figure 5: Manufacturing Industry Shares of Total Businesses or Layoffs, 2015
Note: X axis is the count of workers at the firm on a log scale. Y axis is the magnitude of the layoff as a faction of base employment (i.e., the value on the x axis).

Source: SEC, S&P, authors’ calculations.

Figure 6: Density of 8-K Reported Layoffs
Note: Histogram plots the distribution of the 8-K filing date minus the WARN notice filing date. Each bar is one week.

Figure 7: Histogram of 8-K Date Relative to WARN Date
A  Llama 2 LLM Details

We using the 7 billion parameter version of Llama 2, specifically the model meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-chat-hf from the Huggingface Hub. We use the following prompt:

<s>[INST] <<SYS>>
You are a world-class PhD economist, knowledgable on business topics.
</SYS>>

We are interested whether a firm is announcing layoffs. Layoffs include any firings or involuntary elimination of existing employee positions. We do not consider temporary furloughs, hiring freezes, or the departure of executives to be layoffs, unless they are accompanied by additional firings.

Consider the following excerpt a firm’s SEC filings:

Text: "{x}"

Based on the text, is the firm definitely announcing layoffs or otherwise firing existing employees, according to the definition above? Briefly explain your reasoning step by step. Towards the end of your answer include either the exact phrase "Therefore, yes, the firm is laying people off." or "Therefore, no, the passage does not confirm the firm is laying people off."

[/INST]

where x is a sentence drawn from an 8-K filing. Then we parse the responses for the desired phrases. The hope is that by asking the LLM to reason first and deliver the final answer last it will benefit from chain of thought reasoning.

We leave it for future work to use more sophisticated methods, such as assessing the token probabilities directly instead of relying on the LLM to produce exact strings for matching.